
(Reference)
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- What does “he” (line 5) refer to?

- What does the word “who” (line 10) refer to?

- “They” (in line 16) refers to

- The word “their” (line 27) refers to
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The manager must make decision for future actions and thus must forecast

future demand. Forecasting may be oriented to estimating economic conditions in

the near future, or it may be directed toward estimation of specific quantities that

will be purchased in various markets.’

flldh5966fi~69U  2Ih6fWl

2.1 wd%hu"aun~~  (backward reference)

2.2m5h?hb%d1  (forwardreference)

Martin L. Amaudet and Mary Elleb Barrett, Approaches to Academic Reading and

Writing (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1984),  P. 21.



There Should Be No Censorship of Any Kind

At first sight, this sort of statement appeals to almost everyone. We have

been brought up to believe in the advantages of freedom of speech and no doubt

believe in them ourselves. Although there may be cases where censorship exists to

protect people and even to protect their freedom to live their own lives in peace, the

idea that we have of it is one where governments prevent people from expressing

their opinions and try to suppress the truth.*

2
W. S.  Fowler and J. Pidcock, Synthesis (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1982),  p. 107.
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In his study of facial movements, Ray Birdwhistell (1952) has determined

that the most expressive emotional signals are transmitted by the shape and

disposition of the mouth, nose, and eyebrows. While most people can recognize

widely differing emotions in facial expressions, they do tend to confuse some

emotionals with others.3

‘Amad&,-Approaches  to Academic Reading and Writing, p.  14.
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Read the following paragraphs and write out the referents of the referring

items.

1 . Americans love children, but&y do not necessarily want them

to live next door, and couples with children have difficulty getting

and keeping apartments. Many landlords, for example, will not

allow children in t&  buildings. In some cases, fix  even

5 insist that young couples h move in without children sign

“adults only” leases. Such leases require couples to move if&y

decide to have children. Resentful of such clauses, some couples

& decide to have children after all take landlords to court--

with mixed results. Although the parents have won a few cases,

10 most judges have agreed that barring children under the age

of twelve is a reasonable way to decrease property damage.4
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1. they (line 1) refers to

2. them (line 1) refers to

3. their (line 4) refers to

4. they (line 4) refers to

5. who (line 5) refers to

6. they (line 6) refers to

7. who (line 8) refers to

2. Lamarckism is a theory of evolution Q@ holds that characteristics

acquired during the lifetime of an individual can be inherited by &s

offspring. An example used by Lamarck to make & case has

become a classic one, since & lends itself so well to an explanation of

5 natural selection. According to Lamarck, the necks of present-day

giraffes are as long as & are because &$ ancestors stretched fi

necks to reach the upper branches of trees. Thus, the length of the neck

of an offspring would be determined by how much &S  parents was

able to stretch.5

4
Laraine E. Flemming and Sar&  C. Mansbach, Reading for Result, 3 ed. (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin  Company, 1987),  p. 125.

5
Ibid., p. 152.
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1. that (line 1) refers to

2. its (line 2) refers to

3. his (line 3) refers to

4. it (line 4) refers to

5. they (line 6) refers to

6. their (line 6) refers to

7. their (line 6) refers to

8. its (line 8) refers to

1. subject pronoun !ktfi I, we, you, he, she, it, ME they

2. object pronoun %$%  me, us, you, him, her, it, M-C them

3. possessive adjective ?k;ltfi  my, our, your, his, her, its, ttnz their

4. possessive pronoun !ktfi mine, ours, yours, his, hers, MI: theirs
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4.2 demonstrative pronoun ?dittfi this, that, these tt% those

There was a time when it was assumed that the children of divorced

parents should be cared for by the mother, with the father being given visiting

privileges. However, that is no longer true, and today many divorced parents

prefer joint custody. This means that both parents must share all decisions

about the child’s physical and psychological well being. They must decide

together, for example, whether or not the child should be fitted for braces,

sent to a private school, or allowed to go to camp. Although in some very

hostile divorces, such shared decision making can be a source of continual

conflicts, it is, for the most part, a successful way of eliminating a child’s

anxiety over parental separation.6

6

Ibid., p.  155.
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Some people say that if you want to go into the recording business, “it’s

not what you know, but who you know, that  matters.” My first reaction

to w is to disagree, but on second thought I must admit that there is some

truth in it.7

During World War II, the Nazis completely surrounded the Russian city

of Leningrad and cut off the Russians’ access to outside supplies. As a result,

food was in short supply, and countless numbers of people starved to death

The men and women of Leningrad were so hungry they were forced to eat

beloved family pets, and dogs and cats disappeared from the city. Even more

horrible were the stories of cannibalism. h who did not die from cold

and starvation survived with emotional scars that could never be completely

healed.8

96

7
Ibid., p. 13.

8
Ibid., p. 125.
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Even the simplest organisms consist of many parts and each of u

must do the right thing at the right time for an appropriate action to be

carried out.’

4.3 relative pronoun %ki who, whom, whose, which, that, where 1tu:  when

In the spring of 1865 the weary war was over, a war whose cost in

casualties was greater than all foreign wars down to World War II, and in

proportion to population, greater than all other American wars down to the

present day. At this frightful cost some old and tenacious issues were

9

John W. Kimball, reprinted in Reading Skills Handbook, Harvey S. Wiener and

Charles Bazerman  (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1988),  p. 83.
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finally resolved. As the historian David Potter so graphically put it,

“slavery was dead, secession was dead, and six hundred thousand men

were dead.“American  nationalism emerged triumphant, its victory ratified

in 1869 a the Supreme Court stamped its approval on the decision of

10
UIllS.

One problem && has only recently received major research and policy

attentions is the abuse, exploitation, and neglect of the elderly by the people

upon whom they depend. This is one of our newest social problems, and

little information was available until the late 197Os.‘l

‘!~$d that &.I relative pronoun UUIU one problem ik$&& &I% that $4

&& one problem IKIZ  whom I& relative pronoun VUIU the people &I$&sP*I&

whom &!hn'd the people

10
George Brown Tindall, America: A Narrative History, Vol. 1 (New York: W. W.

Norton & Company, 1984),  p. 669.
1 1

Kathleen J. McWhorter,  Academic Reading (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman  and

Company, 1990),  p. 61.
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